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To say that a commutative ring d with lmit is coherent amounts to saying, 
in case 24 has no divisors of zero, that the intersection of two finitely generated 
ideals in 3 is finitely generated. We prove that the ring Elm of bounded analytic 
functions in the unit disc is coherent, while the disc algebra A is not coherent. 
For any positive measure p, Lm(p) is coherent. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let 92 be a commutative ring with unit, and let .9P = .JA :< 92 x 
es* x 99 (n times). Iff E 3P, sayf = (.f, ,..., f,), then a relation Y on f, 
written r E R(f), is an n-tuple Y 7 (ri ,..., r,) E 9P such that 
YIfI + YZfi + ... + Y, fiL = 0. B’ is called coherent if for each n 
and each f E 9P, f f 0, the module R(f) is finitely generated. 
A more transparent property than coherence, which is equivalent 
to it [l] is that the intersection of any two finitely generated ideals 
in 28 is finitely generated, and the annihilator of any element is finitely 
generated. 
In this paper vve prove that the ring H” of all bounded analytic 
functions in the unit disc is coherent, while the disc algebra d of all 
functions continuous in the closed unit disc and analytic inside is not. 
For any positive measure p on any measure space, Lm(p) is coherent. 
Now La(p) is C(X) for some extremally disconnected compact 
Hausdorff space X. Indeed, C(X) is coherent if and only if X is 
basically disconnected (weaker than extremally disconnected). 
There are many rings for which we can not yet decide: coherent 
or not ? For example (1) ZP(G), where G is an annulus or worse; 
(2) ZZloo(IP) or ZZCO(Bn), where cpz is the polydisc and B” the ball, 
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in complex n-space; (3) the ring of absolutely convergent Fourier 
series. 
The proof that HCO is coherent depends, following a suggestion 
of Henry Helson, on proving first an Hw version of the Beurling-Lax 
theorem on invariant subspaces of H,b12, where M is a finite-dimensional 
Hilbert space. Here, we somewhat follow ideas of Srinivasan and 
Wang (see [3, Lecture IV]). The proofs that L5 is, and that A is not, 
coherent require less machinery. 
1. THE COHERENCE OF N" 
THEOREM 1. H” is coherent. Indeed, the module of relations on 
(fl ,..., f,,) has a set of generators of cardinality < n. 
COROLLARY 1. If I and J are two ideals in HE with m and IZ 
generators, respectively, then I n J has a set of generators of 
cavdinalit? < m + n. 
Before \ve give the proof, we require some preliminary material. 
Let U be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space with inner product 
<I., ,;,. We shall consider functions from the unit circle in the complex 
plane into ,‘12. The following definitions are mostly taken from 
[3, Lecture V’I]. 
measurable if <F(e’Q 9;\ is a measurable 
DEFIKITION 1.2. For 1 < p < CC, L,,,l’ is the space of all 
measurable vector functions F for which the norm is finite, where 
!I 8’ llco = ess sup /I F(eiz)Il. 
DEFIMTION 1.3. If .(ei , e2 ,.,., enl 1 is an orthonormal basis for 121, 
then the coordinate functions Fi , j = 1, 2,..., n ofF E L,,,l-’ are given by 
Fj(@) = (F(eiO), ej>, J’ I.= 1, 2 ,..., n. 
DEFINITION 1.4. H,,,P is the space of all F in L,,,?’ for which the 
coordinate functions of F are in H?’ (of the unit circle) for j = 1, 2,..., n. 
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Remark I .5. Let (l/rr) + (1 /YJ = 1 and r2 > 1. Then 11-e may 
identify f E Ly, with the element L, of (L$)* given by 
for all g EL? . By this means, we identify L’$ with (LI;1,)*, and give 
L’;, a weak-star topology. 
Now to prove Theorem 1, u--e need to prove the next two results. 
THEOREM 2. If Al is a closed invariant subspace of II,,\ll’, 
1 < p < 2, then there exists an inner product space N with dim N ,< 
dim M, and a measurable operator function U, whose values are isometrics 
of N into M, such that .A!’ = U . H,l’. 
THEOREM 3. If .A? is a weak-star closed invariant subspace of 
H,,,r, 2 < I’ < co, then there exists an inner product space -V, and 
a measurable operator function U, whose values ure isometvies of N 
into M, such that .4 = I’ * H,Vr. 
Our proofs will depend on the following theorem of Beurling-Lax 
(see [31). 
DEFINITIOX. If M is a separable Hilbert space, then a range 
function J =- J(eis) is a function on the unit circle taking l.alues in 
the family of closed subspaces of M. We say that J is measurable 
if the orthogonal projection P(eis) on J(eis) is weakly measurable in 
the operator sense, i.e., ,‘P(eiB)p-, $1) is a measurable scaiar function 
for each y, 4 E 44. 
THEOREM A. Let 144 be CI separable Hilbevt space. Each simply 
invariant subspace AZ of I,,,” has the form c K -= CT * H:,, ? -4ZK , 
where K is a measuralde range function and CT is a measurable operator 
function whose values arc isometries of Ivr, into 94 with range J orthogonal 
to K a.e., where M, is an appropriate separable Hilbeyt space. 
Remark A. We remark that if A4 is finite-dimensional, then 
dim Mi < dim M. Further, if JA? C Hlr2, then .A? contains no doubly 
invariant subspace Cd/K and so -4’ would be of the form I- . II!, 1 . 
DEFIKITION 1.6. I,et .A? be a subspace of L J’. Then. A! is invariant 
if eioA CA’. An invariant .A! is doubly invariant if e-? !/ C AZ, 
and otherwise !7’ is simply invariant. 
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Remark 1.7. We note that if J&Z?’ is a closed invariant subspace 
of L,\,P ( . k- t vvea s ar closed if p = co), then Ha * ,4! C -4. Indeed, 
G =z jf~H”:gdf’ =-fgdf) is a weak-star closed subspace of L” 
containing eins for 12 = 0, 1, 2 ,... and so G = HE. 
Remark 1.8. Let f t L’( -x, n) and define p there by 
Then by [5, Chap. VII, Theorem 2.61, there exists a constant .g,, 
depending only on p for 0 -< p .._ 1 such that for all .f E L1, 
]!‘ lf‘lp do/“’ :- .%,, 1 IfI do. 
Our proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 will require some preliminary 
material. 
Remark 1.9. I,et fn and f be real-valued integrable functions on 
[-r, ~1 such that {fn} converges to f in L1 norm. For 0 I, p i 1, 
we see by Remark 1.8 that if E > 0 then there exists M such that 
J ljn -f;lJ d6’ c: E for all n 3 N. Thus in, converges to .i in measure. 
Remark 1.10. Let F be a real-valued integrable function on 
[-Z-, 7~1 that is bounded above. Then 
F(O) dO 
is analytic in D. Also, lim,,,f(reis) = F(B) + ip(Q) a.c. an d 
sup(Ref(z): ~ z / --I 1) = ess sup F(B). Thus if 
G(0) :-= exp{F(O) + ip(O)j 
and g(z) = exp f(z) then lim,,, g(reie) = G(B) a.e. and g and G are 
bounded. Thus, by the bounded convergence theorem, for n =:: -1, 
-2,..., 
0 =: ‘,1-y 
’ . 
/” ,y(reze) eilTe d0 =: 
. 
[ G(0) eiqle d0 
and so G E H”, where G = exp(F + ip). 
Remark 1.11. Let fEL(-T, 5-r). Then .f(x), 3 log j .f(.~)! if 
if(x)’ 2: 1, and so the functions I;j, , n = 1, 2 ,..., defined by 
j80/2I ‘1-6 
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are integrable. By Remark 1.9, since c’,, converges to 0 in ~5’ norm, 
o,,, converges to 0 in measure. Define T,( by 
F,(e) -1 esp( C’,(H) L x?#)): 
we have 
(i) p,, E 1-I” (by Remark I.lO), 
(ii) 1 (p,((Q)l == exp(C:,,(o)) : I if if(e)I < vl, 
= lift4 if if(O)1 > n, 
(iii) P’,, = exp C,, T iOn, , where C’,, converges to 0 in L’ norm 
and cl, converges to 0 in measure. 
DEFINITION I. 12. If .d 17 I, ,,I’ then rC,,(.o/) is the norm closure 
of .Nj in L,,,)‘. 
LEMMA I .I 3. Let 1 < p <:_ q < m and let .A!’ De an inaariant 
subspace of L,,rl’. Then 
K,,(Af n LMq) := .dl 
Proof. Obviously K,,(.A n L,%,‘l) L .A4 and so we shall let 
f = (fi ,fz ,.-,f,,J E .A ( ta en k with respect to some orthonormal 
basis of M). Now .fj EL” for j = I, 2 ,..., n and so by Remark 1 .I 1 
there exist 
rpjj< E Ii’ ) jT713 , -,. .) n : k : 1 , 2 ,...) 
such that 
!’ 
I Fjk 1 E )ljlfj(q 
if jfj(Q -:> k, 
if 1 jj(e)l >. h, 
and e?j,~ = exp( C21c $ iojk), where (Ujjjk}& converges to 0 in L1 norm 
as K -+ zz and (Ujx,}~=r converges to 0 in measure as k --j co. 
Thus we can choose a subsequence {~‘l~i,}& of (P)~~}& converging 
a.e. to 1. Since { Uz,~,}~=:=, converges in norm to 0 and { ~a,,}~~r converges 
in measure to 0, there exists a subsequence (~2kz,)~=1 of (~)~~~}~r that 
converges a.e. to 1. Continuing in this manner, we find a sequence 
we shall call simply (k,}~=‘=, such that {~jl~,)~z’=l converges to 1 a.e. for 
j = 1, 2 ,..., n. Let 
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Then {T~,);c=~ is a sequence of bounded analytic functions converging 
a.e. on (1 z 1 = I> to 1. Indeed, j vii, I f 1 a.e. since for eachj, ’ P~,,.~ 1 ? 1 
a.e. We also see that for j = 1, 2 ,..., n and k = 1, 2 ,..., 
Thus plc,fj ELM, {yk,fj}~==, converges a.e. to fj and y,(,f, i’j 9 ~ fj ‘1’ 
a.e. for 1 = 1, 2 ,... and j = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Thus by the monotone convergence theorem, 
Since 
and 
by (*), we have limr,, J j y/<,fj - fj II-, d0 = 0 by the dominated 
convergence theorem. 
Thus (ys, fi}& converges to fj in L” norm for each j = 1, 2,..., rz 
and so {qk,f}~& converges to f in Lh,p norm. Also, since rplctfj EL* 
for j = 1, 2,..., n, we have cpJi,f EL,,,“O C L,\p. Now since q+., E Hffi 
for all 1, and since &’ is an invariant subspace of L,p, then by 
Remark 1.7, T~;,~E J?’ n Ln,q for all I, and so f E K,,(& CT L,,(L), 
1Votation 1.14. Let y;i + ~;i = 1, ~a > 1. If R C L$ then 
R-L =- {g E Ly,: L,(g) = 0 for Vf E R). If S CL’, , then 5’1 is similarly 
defined. 
LEMMA 1.15. Let 1 < Y < p and let A’ be a weak-star closed 
invariant subspace of L *,p. Then L&,p n K,(&) = A. 
Proof. Let Y’ andp’ be the conjugate indices of y andp, respectively, 
so that p’ < Y’ and 41 C Ly; and (K,.(A!))~ CL:; . Since 
d/i! CL,p n K&l), 
it suffices to show the opposite containment, which amounts to 
showing that .,&‘I C (L,%,” n K?(A))I. By Lemma 1.13 we know that 
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since .A+ is a closed invariant subspace of L:$. Thus it is sufficient to 
show that K,,,(dZG n L”) C (L ,,17’ n K,.(A?‘))~. To prove this, vve need 
the following standard results. 
(i) If .F/ is a linear manifold and .d C RI, where H CL.,,“, 
then K,,,(.d) C Bl. 
(ii) If:/’ 1’ P’ is a mear manifold and .rJ CL,,,‘, then (K, d))- = .d-. 
NOM. to show that K,,(.d’ n Lg) C (L,\,?’ A K&M))l, it suffices 
by (i) to sho\v that 
Take f E ./A!- r\ LT,; . Then f E ~2"~~ == j/z E I,:;; : L,,(g) =:- 0, Vg E .d} 
and so by (ii) .f~ (K,.(.@)I C (I(,.(.&‘) n L,,r>)l and we are done. 
A-oaf of Theorem 2. Now 482 n II,\,’ 7 .d n L,,,” is closed in 
I,,,‘. Thus by Theorem A and Remark A, there exists a Hilbert space 
N with dim Y < dim AW, and A a measurable operator function CT, 
whose values are isometries of N into :Vl, such that C’ H,? :-- 
.I& n II,,‘. 
By I,emma 1.13, we have K,,( C‘ . lI,V”) : K,,(J& n li,t,2) := 
K,,(,A n L,,,2) =m: -&‘, and so it suffices to prove that K,,( CT . H,2) -= 
I’ . HN~‘. We know that since CT is isometry-valued, 
(i) I’ . LN*’ C L,,,l’; 
(ii) the function q: J,,,!” -tl .,,,I’ defined by y(,f) 7 I- af is 
continuous; 
(iii) if ,YX- is a closed subpsace of LNi’, then ~(YF ‘) is a closed 
subspace of L.,IT’. 
Now by (ii), we have 
By (iii), we see that U . H# is closed in L,,1’ and so, since 
U * H,’ C: CT . HJ’, we see that K,( U * H,v2) C U * H,,?), and we are 
done. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Now K,(J&‘) is a closed subspace of L,,,2 
contained in H,,,3, and so as before, there exists a Hilbert space N 
with dim N < dim M, and a measurable operator function 77, whose 
values are isometries of N into M, and such that rJ . H,2 = K,(d). 
Now by Lemma 1.15, K2(A’) C-I L,\,q -::~ M and so it suffices to show 
that U . H,2 r\ L,,‘J == U . H,v~. We note that, as before, U . Lrfl r L,,,“, 
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and so I: * H,q C C- * H.N2 n L,,,lf. Now let I: . f be an element of 
I7 . H,\,” n L )\,q. Since C’ is isometry-valued, 
i ~f(~ffl)p do = i 1 L: ..f(eie)lq do c ocj, 
and so .f E II,” n I,,,,‘i = H,q and we are done. 
Remark 1.16. I,et A4 be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, 
and let E = (e, , e, ,..., e,,,j ’ be an orthonormal basis for M. Then 
f E L,,,“; can be considered as an ordered m-tuple f = (fi , fi ,..., f,,,), 
where the fj are the coordinate functions of f with respect to E. 
Hence, we see for f, g E L,,,=, where f = (fl , f2 ,..., f,,!) and 
‘!‘( x1 , g, ,..., gd, that iii 
and 
(,f(eie), g(P)> -= C fj(eze) fJ(eie) 
j=l 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let I be the module of relations on 
(fi ,f2 ,-.,f,,J. Then 1 is a weak-star closed invariant subspace of 
H,,,“. Thus by Theorem 3, there is an inner product space N with 
dim N ,( dim M, and an isometry-valued function cp such that 
ye - H,%” = I. Let L = {II , I, ,..., 1,) be an orthonormal basis of N 
and consider g ELLS as an n-tuple (g, , g, ,..., g,,). Then at each eia, 
we have the matrix representation 
where i = 1, 2,..., nz and j = I, 2 ,..., n. Now we consider g as 
a column vector to get 
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It is now apparent that I is generated by F, ,..., F, , where 
fij!,, 
Fj(eie) = : 
i i 
. 
fmdeis) 
From Remark 1.16, it is easy to see that fi,,; E HW for j = I,..., m; 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Corollary 1. It is not hard, using the diagram-chasing 
method of [3], to get the bound 2(m + n). Our proof of the bound 
m f n is an immediate consequence of the next result. 
LEMMA 1.17. If W is a commutative ring and if the module of 
relations on. each n-tuple of elements of 9 is generated by k(n) elements 
of 9 for each n, then whenever A and .A” are ideals of W generated by 
m and n elements of 9, respectively, it follows that ..& n H has a set 
ojgenerators of cardinality <k(m + n). 
P~ooj. Let {fi,f2,...,jn) and {fn+l ,fpLe2 r.-.,f,lint] be the generators 
of J” and &, respectively. Now 
is the module of relations on the (n + m)-tuple ( ji ,..., j, , 
-.LL+1 3-.-> -fn+A and is generated by a set of s (s < k(n + m)) 
elements: 
We now claim that {C~z.L=lgl+j jj ,..., Cj”=, gs,jfj} generates JH n Jf“. 
Now it is clear that Cj”=, g,& E k? n JV for k = I,..., s since G, ,..., G,? 
are elements of R. Assume now that Cj”=, hjfj = Ci”=‘,“,, hj jj belongs 
to 4 n JV. Then (h, ,..., h,+,,) is a relation on (fi ,..., j, , 
-f*+-1 Y---P -fTotm) and so there exist I1 ,..., 1, in 92 so that 
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Thus for each j = I,..., rl + m, we have cf=, l,~gl,.j = hi and SO 
QED. 
2. THE X~NC~HERENCE OF THE DISC -\LGEBRA 
'I'HEORENI 4. The disc algebra 4 is not coherent. 
Proof. Let B and B’ be Blaschke products over two disjoint 
sequences that both converge to 1. 
Remark 2.1 If I’, s E A are such that 
r( 1 - ~$3 - ~(1 - 2) B’ = 0, 
then 1’ and s have the same outer factor F (modulo constants), and 
lim,,,, F(eis) = 0. 
Proof. Let r = 1,0, and s = I,O, be the inner-outer factorizations 
of Y and s, respectively. Then since I,O,( 1 - z)B = -I,O,( 1 - Z) B’, 
we have I,B = I,B’ and so 0, = -0, . Now since no factor of B 
is a factor of B’, B must divide I, and so since s = I,O, E A, 
limtj-o O,(e’@) = 0. L tt’ e mg 0, = F, we have proved the claim. 
Remark 2.2. We shall prove that the module of relations on 
(( 1 - ,-)B, (1 - 2) B’) is not finitely generated. Now if (gj , h,), 
j:l ,...7 n are relations of ((1 - z)B, (1 - Z) B’), then for each j, 
we see by the above that there is one function fi that is the outer part 
of both gj and hj and lim,,,fj(eie) = 0, we shall find f outer, f~ il, 
such that 
lim f (P) = 0 
B+O 
and li;+yp{l f(eiS)j/sup{I fj(eis)I : j = I,..., n}} = cc, 
so that (fB’, -fB) would be a relation on (( 1 - x)B, (1 - Z) B’) 
for which Cy=, Z,(g, , hj) = (fB’, -fB) is impossible for elements 
{lj) of A. Indeed, we shall find f outer, f 6 A, with lim,,, f (eis) = 0 
such that lf(eie)l >, [sup{1 fj(eie)i : j = I, 2,..., n}]l12. This clearly 
suffices. 
Remark 2.3. To find f, we can assume w.1.o.g. that / fj 1 < 1 for 
j = l,...) n. Then for such j, we have for / z / < 1, 
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where yj is a continuous integrable function on [-r, 7~1 with values 
in [0, co]. Then 
is such a function with p;(O) = 03. Choose a function y. that is 
continuously differentiable except at 0, with limsi,, y,(8) -= zc and 
0 < 90 < Y* Then y. is integrable and 
is an outer function that belongs to A. It is easy to verify that 
If( ;- [sup(If$q :j = I,..., “j]1/2, 
and the proof is complete. 
3. WHEN Is C(X) COHERENT? 
3.1. It is possible to prove that Lm({j z ~ = 1)) is coherent, 
along the lines of Section I, using [3, Theorems 8 and 93 and 
Theorem 3 of this paper. However, a much more general result is true. 
THEOREM 5. Let p be a positive measure on a measure space. Then 
Lm(p) is coherent. 
In what follows, X will always be a compact Hausdorff space. 
DEFINITION 3.2. X is called basically disconnected if every open F, 
has an open closure. (These spaces are also called w-extremally 
disconnected, or o-Stonian; (see [4, Section 241). 
Remark 3.3. It is easy to see that L”O(p) is isometrically isomorphic 
to C(X) for an extremally (and hence basically) disconnected space X, 
so that Theorem 5 is implied by the next result. 
THEOREM 6. C(X) is coherent if and only if X is basically dis- 
corznected. 
The proof is due to Heinrich Lotz and Lawrence G. Brown 
(private communications). It follows lines that are familiar to those 
who know the appropriate parts of [2] (for example, Problem 14X, 
3, p.215, which is already a substantial part of Theorem 6). We omit 
the details. 
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